PubNub Chat

Deliver chat applications quickly, and don’t limit the flexibility to innovate.

Today’s developer doesn’t have time to build everything from scratch - yet they can’t constrain the potential of their product by basing their work on commercial frameworks and APIs that have feature, compatibility, and scaling limits.

BENEFITS

- Comprehensive APIs and support to build Chat fast
- Easily tie in to third party microservices via Webhooks and PubNub Functions
- Infinite flexibility to power unique customer experiences
- Trusted global deployment network delivers messages in 100 milliseconds, with a 99.999% uptime SLA
- Straightforward MAU pricing makes scaling and planning simple
PubNub Chat

Easy to Build

PubNub provides extensive Chat APIs that deliver everything from core messaging features to advanced options like message reactions, typing indicators, realtime translation, and more.

Developers are fully supported with reference applications, tutorials, and documentation to aid in swiftly solving for product demands.

Infinitely Customizable

PubNub Functions provide easy-to-use serverless compute to support near-infinite possibilities. Aggregate, manipulate, and augment messages even as they traverse the network.

PubNub also fully supports Webhooks, empowering developers to make HTTP or HTTPS requests to remote web servers and use the response to replace or enhance a message.

Field-Tested, Reliable, and Widely Trusted

Thousands of organizations around the world trust the PubNub Data Stream Network to deliver trillions of messages every month. Users are connected globally through our 15 POPs and always receive lightning-fast service regardless of location.

Messages sent through PubNub are available for unlimited historical catch-up, delivered in around 100 milliseconds, and backed by a 99.999% SLA.

Connected Experience-Ready

Chat rarely stands alone: it’s a piece of a connected experience that hooks the user. From geotracking to presence awareness to user management, PubNub developers are constantly pushing boundaries to connect their users in ever more engaging ways.

PubNub applications share common APIs on the Data Stream Network platform. Unlock the power of the connected experience without the need to learn new development skills, build new infrastructure, or open new device sockets.

KEY FEATURES

- Direct & Group Conversation
- Message History
- Typing Indicators
- Unread Message Counts
- Profanity Filtering & Moderation
- Message Receipts
- Message Reactions
- Mobile Push Notifications
- Language Translation
- Authorization & Permissions Control

KEY STATISTICS

- Over 8,000 active applications
- 2 trillion messages delivered monthly
- Free account with 1M monthly messages
- 75+ APIs to meet the needs of all devices

“One of the best parts about working with PubNub is that we were able to start out really simple and prove out parts of our early product and then layer in more functionality as we got into deeper product problems.”

Joel Grossman, Co-Founder